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AVUTEC manufactures and develops embedded camera systems that offer affordable and 
practical AI applications. New technology in hardware and software is translated into products 
that embody the benefits of AI.  AVUTEC moves intelligence further towards the edge with the 
smart cameras of the X-series. Increased computing power and high quality sensors along 
with lean computer vision algorithms, turn our cameras to fast and accurate AI devices. 

Equipped with neural processing power the AI cameras run various deep learning tasks in parallel. Reading license 
plates while classifying cars, meanwhile tracking people is just an example of their capability. Their hardware makes 
them powerfull, their software makes them flexible and efficient. Designed to operate standalone or integrated with 
any other system, the Gatekeeper X suits each project.

The Gatekeeper X models can be found in parking, smart city and mobility solutions, where it enhances security and 
convenience or smartens the management of people and vehicle flow. In the carwash, automotive and hospitality 
industry the models of the X-Series product line offers high-tech convenience and customer service. 
  

ANPR AND MORE

Equipped for both ANPR and deep learning tasks, 
the Gatekeeper 1250X and Gatekeeper 410X are real 
allrounders. 

The IR sensitive camera, IR LEDs and daylight filter 
make them excellent for ANPR. 
The low light sensitive sensor not only functions as  
an overview camera, it generates the input images, 
to run additional recognition tasks. Added to the 
ANPR engine it furher improves the recognition of 
non-reflective license plates.

Their powerful hardware allows for ANPR and deep 
learning tasks running in parallel. The motorized 
zoom lens enables flexible positioning and provides 
a large recognition range up to 20 meters. These 
Gatekeepers can be pole, ceiling or wall mounted,  
recognising from a distance. 

GATEKEEPER 1250X and 410X

Recognising license plates of free flow traffic is what 
the Gatekeeper TraffiX does the best. With its fast IR 
sensitive monochrome camera, IR LEDs, motorized 
zoom lens (6-20 meters) and daylight filter it 
captures license plates of speeding cars at a 70fps.  

The low light sensitive camera is used for overview 
and additional deep learning tasks and a situational 
overview. 

Its powerful hardware allows for ANPR and deep 
learning tasks running in parallel. 

The Gatekeeper TraffiX offers identification 
technology for applications where accuracy, speed 
and automation are essential objectives.

GATEKEEPER TraffiX



COMPONENT VIEW GATEKEEPER-X 

SPECIFICATIONS

MOTORIZED ZOOM-
LENS provides a large 
recognition area and  
freedom of position-
ing during installation 
(specifications differ 
per model).

DAYLIGHT FILTER blocks daylight, min-
imises sunlight and headlights only to 
let IR light through to recognise in all 
lighting conditions.

IR SENSITIVE camera to 
capture license plates in 
all weather and lighting 
circumstances (specifica-
tions differ per model)

IO EXTENDER  has potential free 
contacts, DC analog input and a 
Wiegand driver to operate and 
read electronic devices triggered 
by recognition results.

DEDICATED hardware,  neural processing power 
and  interfaces to ensure realtime performance.
Internal video storage for embedded recording.

SYNCHRONISED IR LED illumina-
tion to capture and read license 
plates even during the night.

lLOW LIGHT SENSITIVE CAMERA used 
for overview, recording and as a 
source for additional deep learning 
tasks. Added to the ANPR engine, it 
improve the recognition of non-reflec-
tive license plates.

EXTENDED options for wall, ceiling or 
pole mounting. Compatibility with vid-
eotec WBOVA2, WCM4A2, WSFPA and all 
related accessories. 

FTP 
Database 

Webservice 
Rule engine

IO pins
Specialised connector Axons

ROBUST all-weather pow-
der coated IP66 housing. 
Weatherproof and with a 
wide temperature to ensure 
worldwide operation.

POWER USAGE
PoE+ IEEE 802.3at powered

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT
305 x 192 x 72 mm.

2.43 kg.

CONNECTIVITY

AVUTEC is always interested to learn 
how we can be of service in any video 
analytics project. 
Contact our sales team at +31 88 
2444 010 or sales@avutec.com.

CONTACT

SUNCAP mechanical protection from di-
rect sunlight.


